This article presents an analysis of a form of dysfunctional mathematical development. A child of normal intelligence was unable to acquire basic cardinal numerical skills, despite relatively intact ordinal number use. These findings provide evidence for an innate ''cardinal/ordinal skills acquisition device'' (COSAD). It is argued that if this COSAD is lacking, ordinal number use may be compensated for by linguistic logic and visual skills. Cardinal number skills, however, remain limited as these demand an innate internal representation of quantity, which cannot be compensated for. The findings are discussed in terms of different approaches to number development.
Developmental dyscalculia or ''Mathematical Disorder'' (American Psychiatric Association, 1994 ) is a cognitive disorder of childhood affecting the ability of an otherwise intelligent child to learn arithmetic. The difficulties that such children have may involve many different skills. Selikowitz (1994) outlines skills that are necessary for arithmetical ability. At a basic level, he cites the conservation of size and quantity and the ability to deal with constant mathematical proportions. At a more advanced level, McCloskey, Caramazza, and Basili (1985) divide arithmetic function into the subskills of number comprehension and production, number fact acquisition and arithmetical procedures or calculation skills. These skills are thought to develop in normal children between the ages of four and seven, in a hierarchical fashion (Sophian, 1995a) . In spite of the knowledge accumulated regarding the necessary skills for mathematical functioning, the definition of developmental dyscalculia does not specify which of the various elements necessary for arithmetic ability are deficient in affected children. Furthermore, the precurWe are indebted to Alyn Hospital for supporting the preparation of this manuscript, to an anonymous reviewer for very useful comments on earlier drafts, and to Naomi Landau, for technical help.
